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Type Details Support Zone Ticket 
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JIRA Ticket ID

Busy Queue Agents are now considered unavailable in queue behavior logic. BFE-567471 VNP-49423

Improved captcha mechanism to avoid presenting it too often for devices that have been learned by the 
system.

- VNP-49468,VNP-49468

Added provisioning template for Yealink 7.70.X firmware. - VNP-49484

Fixed possible PBX engine deadlock when running list call flows on a very loaded server. USY-525253, WER-
957582

VNP-49014

Fixed status sent by Call Events when multiple agents answered a queue call. LRC-760898 VNP-49069

Fixed cancel loop in Kamailio when caller sent Cancel before 180 Ringing. - VNP-49123

Fixed call flows list so that Service Providers without Organizations can no longer see all active calls on 
the system.

BIU-367572,AFD-
336364

VNP-49266

Valet Unpark by position now plays a sound if position is empty. - VNP-49312

Fixed problem with updating provisioning template content when changing device. IMY-503803 VNP-49326

Fixed Whisper command not to go to Barge-in. WQE-648644 VNP-49332

Fixed PBX engine to properly handle the Privacy header. QBZ-225401 VNP-49342

Fixed download for faxes with empty filename. IRL-606512 VNP-49346

Fixed blind transfer with external target. GYO-430227 VNP-49354

Fixed channel reference leak in call charging engine. - VNP-49359

Fixed race condition when building socket address list on SIP Server start. VHH-219665 VNP-49337

Fixed incorrect display of columns in the Call Reports page of Organization accounts. IJV-210752 VNP-49364

Avoided curl library issue leading to inconsistent Call Events. ZPP-693814 VNP-49386

Fixed search display when no provisioning template was available. - VNP-49390

Fixed JS error when using Show Columns plug-in. - VNP-49394

Fixed ICR to consider a call Busy when Congestion status is received. - VNP-49399

Fixed incorrect setting for phone status. HSF-758018 VNP-49411

Fixed UnassignPublicNo SystemAPI method. TGV-518253 VNP-49417

Fixed ICR transfer to public number with number alteration from outgoing routing rules. JES-203624 VNP-49419



Queue, IVR, and Phone Terminal extensions are now allowed in Queue behavior transfers. - VNP-49430

Fixed Service Provider search that might have included extensions not owned. QEF-797402 VNP-49436

Fixed timezone update in Voicemail on user. BRB-470701 VNP-49438

Fixed CANCEL handling from Anonymous via SIP provider. QEF-797402 VNP-49441

Fixed recording status to update correctly when creating extension from template. - VNP-49445

Fixed memory leak in NAT Pinger process (OPTIONS) leading to increase in private memory. - VNP-49447

Fixed phone IP number to display correctly, even if port is not present in Contact field. MVR-433875 VNP-49455

Avoid Hubring being deleted from chkconfig. - VNP-49458

Fixed order of changing rules obtained through SystemAPI. GOM-986682 VNP-49464

Fixed Voicemail transfer to operator in case of incoming public call. YNG-791517 VNP-49498, VNP-49572

FROM and TO fields from Recorded Calls are now displayed according to flow. - VNP-49531

Voicemail messages can now be downloaded from other folders than INBOX. - VNP-49500

Fixed problem with re-routing after transfers interfering with the queue during calls to remote agents. - VNP-49486

Increased the static buffer for formatting AVP variables to avoid force MWI fails in SIP Server. YNG-791517 VNP-49527

Fixed changing order of incoming rules through the EditCallRulesIn SystemAPI method. - VNP-49464

Fixed best-cost routing fallback mechanism dependency to order channels correctly. CXF-811498 VNP-49490

Avoided SIP Server possible buffer overflow by allocating a new buffer in private memory. - VNP-49516

Fixed charging application that processed target numbers twice on some transfers. GYO-430227 VNP-49354

Fixed invalid formatting in Queue Agents report. TDH-199570 VNP-49466

Fixed multiple issues in call statistics. HLC-533894 VNP-49488

Fixed phone number assignation to extensions that belong to users in organizations. WQZ-450699 VNP-49401

Raise fault when calling CallCosts SystemAPI method with invalid user identifier. LMS-612448 VNP-49375

Fixed undisclosed security issues discovered by internal audit. - VNP-49601,VNP-49596,VNP-
49591,
VNP-49587,VNP-49574,VNP-
49552

Fixed regular expression that caused UnifiedAPI outgoing calls to destinations starting with 00 to fail. VUT-720791 VNP-49568

Fixed incorrect headers for virtualized extensions. VUJ-127967 VNP-49561, VNP-49350

Avoided variables being corrupted in SIP Server config due to select being run twice. - VNP-49559

Fixed problem with parking following ICR transfers when the owner answered. CFS-687142 VNP-49557

Fixed pagination in call flows. GWY-322362 VNP-49535

Used SIP trunking channels are now computed in licensing report based on the limit of service provider 
max concurrent calls.

BMG-618784 VNP-49508

Fixed PAI header in case of transferred calls with enabled "preserve callerID" option on extension level. RWN-764884 VNP-49366

SystemAPI limit increased to 10 requests per second. EGI-593264   VNP-49208

Fixed messed up Hubring config file when the disk gets full. - VNP-48463



Fixed PBX possible crash caused by SQL issues in time interval procedures. MWP-811376 VNP-49617

Automation Component

No changes were made.
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